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ORGANIZING FOR INNOVATION IN THE 1970s 

Technological innovation has become a dominant issue on the Kremlin's 

political agenda in the 1970s. Early in the decade Brezhnev singled out the 

application of R&D results as the mo.st important but also the most deficient 

aspect of Soviet science and technology policy. "If we examine all. the links 

of the intricate chain that binds science to production, we shall easily see 

that the weakest links are those relating to the practical realization of 

scientific achievements, to their adoption in mass production. 11 It was neces-

sary, the General Secretary stressed, ttto create conditions compelling enter-

prises to manufacture the latest types of products, literally to chase after 

scientific and technical novelties and not to shy away from them, figuratively 

. 1 
speaking, as the devil shies away from holy water." Similarly, five years later 

he told the Twenty-Fifth Party Congress, "Today the practical application of new 

2 scientific ideas is no less imp.ortant a task than their development. n The main 

brake on Russia1 s technical progress is seen to be not the absence of scientific 

achievements~uuch less an inability to produce excellent science--but poor or

ganization ~id management of technological application.3 Indeed a major challenge 

'1f the day consists in formulating a science policy and appropriate ins tit· Jtional 

structures-to. promote the innovation process. 

To be sure, the need to accelerate technological development and delivery 

is not a naw theme in Soviet politics. The process of translating scientific ideas 

into new products and processes has long been a veritable obstacle course plagued 

by Endless delays and difficulties. Khrushchev ranted almost as much as his sue-

cessors about the "divorce of science from productionu and the need for better 

coupling. Nor have the problems surrounding innovation, for the most part, changed 

fundamentally in the last decade. What has changed and broadened are Soviet per-

captions of these problems and of the.innovation process itself along with official 
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motivation to use science and technology as an instrument of policy and tool 

of economic progress. 

Wrestling with the obstaCles to innovation, Kre:mlin authorities have de

voted particular attention to organizational problems and approaches. Admittedly, 

organizational structure is not the whole cause of the innovation problem. Non-

structural factors, such as prices, decision rules, and incentives, play an im-

portent role in poor Soviet performance. 
. 

"But part of the explanation," Berliner 

writes, "is due to strictly organizational matters--primarily the separation of 

R&D establishments from the enterprises that ultimately introduce the innovations."4 

Significantly, Soviet science ·policy analysts and administrators have become in-

creasingly aware of the importance of linkage in moving ideas from the lab into 

use and of the need to structure more explicitly and effectively the vital inter-

faces in the transfer process. This essay takes as its subject some of the under-

lying assumptions and prac~ical forms of the new architecture for integrating 

research and production that has evolved in the lg7os. 

Technoloq.ical. Imoeratives in A Revolutionary Age 

The keerr, almost consuming interest in accelerating innovation and change 

reflects the extant to which a perceived "technological imperative" has come to 

dominate and divide the Kremlin leadership in recent years. Two important cognitive 

discoveries have prompted this official concern. First is the rather belated 

awakening of the ruling elite to the full significance of the development and 

role of science and technology in the world, roughly since mid-century. These 

changes have been dubbed the "contemporary scientific .and technical revolution," 

largeLy a euphemism for the computer age. The changing conditions and new demands 

associated with this new stage of industrial revolution are seen as placing unprece-

dented impa...""tance on scientific and technical progress. Such progress becomes not 

only the key force driving modern society forward but also a major arena of compe-
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titian between the world's two opposing social systems. Underlying the notion 

of the STR is also implicit--and sometimes explicit--recognition of Russia's 

relative backwardness and growing technology gap with _the West, especially the 

United States. As a letter of appeal from dissident but concerned Soviet scien-

tists to Party and government leaders in March 1970 noted frankly with respect 

to the computer age: "We are simply living in a different era. The second in-

dustrial revolution came along and now, at the onset of the seventies, we see · 

that far from having overtaken America, we are dropping further and further be-

Thus, a "historic" task facing the USSR today, as defined by General 

Secretary Brezhnev at the 1g71 party congress and reaffirmed by the 1976 congress, 

is "to combine organically the achievements of the STR with the advantages of the 

socialist economic system, to unfold more broadly our own, intrinsically socialist 

forms of fusing science with production. 116 

Second~ there has also been growing realization that the Soviet economy is 

approaching tha limits of "extensive" growth and entering a new era that calls for 

more "intensivan methods of development. Declining supplies of manpower and material 

resources require a basic shift in development strategy and greater emphasi~ on 

qualitative L~provements rather than quantitative increases of inputs as the main 

source of -future growth. Already at the end of the 1960s, Brezhnev declared firmly 

that intensification "becomes not only the main way but the only way of developing 

our economy." Moreover, in this approach he told the 1971 Party congress, "the 

acceleration of scientific and technical progress forges into first place both from 

the point of view of current tasks and of the long-term future." Premier Kosygin 

similarly insisted at the 1976 congress that without the faster transfer of science 

and technology into production "the economy can no longer successfully advance 

along the path of intensification and quality improvement. 117 

International and domestic pressures have combined, therefore, to make the 

accelerat.1on of scientific and tebhnical progress a major issue of the 1970s and 
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beyond. Just as he had defined this to be the "key task" of economic policy in 

1971, Brezhnev also listed it first among the "key problems" of the period of the 

Tenth Five Year Plan (1976-1980). Indeed, he affirmed, "In our entire economic 

development perhaps no tasks are more urgent and more important."8 

Two key factors of "intensification,n two main levers for speeding economic 

development, have been singled out and stressed by Brezhnev: modern technology 

and modern management. Already at the turn of the decade he observed, "The soiu-;.o 

tion to many of our economic problems should now be sought at the junctures between 

scientific-technical progress and progress in management.n9 Throughout the seventies 

the General Secretary has continued to emphasize not only their importance but also 

the impossibility of having one without the other. 

Underlying these ideas is enhanced awareness of a direct correlation between 

technology and structure. Technical progress and organizational development are 

seen increasingly .as being interrelated and interdependent. N. s. Kalita and G. I. 

Mantsurov, f'or-:axample, note, "The level of organization and management of production 

to a significant--if not decisive--degree now predetermines the rates of scientific 

and technicaL progress." They acknowledge "a direct dependence between organize

tiona~ and technical factors of·production, between the nature of its structure 

and the rates of technical advance." Boris Milner, a top authority on industrial 

design, also observes that qualitative changes in organization and management "are 

becoming a premise and a result of progress in science and technology, .. n10 

Accordingly, the adoption of a new strategy for technological innovation is 

seen by some to require organizational and administrative adaptation as well. As 

Brezhnev noted in 1971, the new demands on organization and management "do not 

allow us to be satisfied with existing forms and methods, even where they have 

served -US well in the past .. " P. M. f1asherov, a candidate member of the Politburo, 

told the Party congress in 1971, nstill not all of our executives fully understand 
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that it is impassible to 'squeezer the revolution in science and technology into 

the framework of old methods and organizational forms of work.n Two specialists 

an innovation, P. Oanilovtsev and Yu. Kanygin, similarly insist, "To attempt to 

put the research-production cycle into traditional forms of organization and 

management is like trying to use a steam-boiler to harness thermonuclear energy.n11 

Experience has also demonstrated the difficulties of applying new techniques of 

plannL1g and management, including computerized information and control systems, 

within established structures. Mare and more, then, there is movement to~a::r;d the 

view, advanced by numerous Western writers on innovation, that "structure follows 

strat~gy," that organizational forms, to be effective and sound, must adapt to 

changes in technol9gy strategy •. 

To phrase the issue somewhat differently, there is growing recognition in 

the USSR that the phenomenon designated the STR is not only a scientific and in

dustrial revolution but a managerial revolution as well. The task of the times 

is to develop no.t just modern t·echnological hardware but also a distinctive mana

gerial software-appropriate to Russia's conditions. Indeed, this is the essence 

of Brezhnevts call for combining the achievements of the revolution in science and 

technology with the advantages of the socialist economic system, for building and 

managing an effective innovation process in an intrinsically Soviet way. At issue, 

then, are really--two broad categories of innovation-technological and administra

tive. The latter deals with changes in the methods of running business operations 

that make more effective use of resources. These may include changes in organiza

tional structure, policies, and procedures. Administrative innovations are in

creasingly seen as necessary to-supplement technological innovations. 

ttrnat has been most notable about the contemporary scientific revolution and 

probably what chara.cterizes it as a revolution has been the increasing speed .with 

which theoretical discovery has found its way in practical application. Meanwhile, 

the slow and ineffective passage of ideas into practice remains the principal de-
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ficiency of Soviet science and technology organization. Not more than 30 to 50 

percent of completed R&D finds its way into production. The remainder is either 

not utilized at all or assimilated so slowly that it is already obsolete by the 

time of its introduction. 12£nhanced interest in accelerating the development 

and transfer of technology throughout the economy has led to important recon

ceptualization of the innovation-diffusion process itself. 

Chanoin9 Perceptions of -Innovation -

At the outset it should be mentioned that such notions as "innovation process," 

technology transfer,n and "realization cycle,n which figure prominently in Western 

writings, are relatively unknown in the USSR. Soviet analysts, on the contrary, 

tend to use terms like "research-production cycle," 11scientific and technological 

complex of work,u and "complex of pre-production work" to describe the sequencing, 

organization~ and stimulation of scientific research and development. For the most 

part, their concepts have revolved around phase-dominant models of innovation with 

emphasis on separate functions and individual work efforts performed in isolation 

from one another and cut off from the application of results into production. Only 

recently have they begun to adopt a more process view of innovation with the focus 

on final resuJ.ts and overall integratian.13 

Also only recently has a predominantly linear-causal view of innovation been 

called into question. This model emphasizes a relatively simple and orderly 

forward flow of work from theoretical conception to practical use. The notion 

that innovation involves a complex and helix-like stream of events and stages 

with significant feedback coupling is not commonly held. Accordingly, various 

stages of work are planned predominantly in sequence rather than simultaneously 

and in parallel. The result is significant losses of time between phases and a 

lengthening of the process as a whole. 14 

Generally speaking, the Soviet approach to structuring the innovation cycle 

is premised on the image of technology transfer that prevailed largely in the West 
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until the early 1960s. According to this view, the transfer process is envisaged 

as nthe passage of disembodied tideas and methods,' I 

endowed with some quasi-

independence in the manner of genes, from one state of existence or milieu to 

another." The underlying assumption is that technology is primarily "an assemblage 

of pieces of information which can be extracted or expelled from one sector of 

15 organized creativity and transposed to another to produce different outputs." · 

The whale process is reduced·to clerical reporting, to a kind of mechanical trans-

lt mission of documents and routing of information through formal communication systems. 

Basically, the research to production process has been broken up in time, task, 

and territory. Planning and financing are carried out primarily on an institutional 

basis by functional type of performer rather than by stages of the research-

development-innovation cycle, much less by the cycle as a whale. Thus science 

and technology tends to be built around organizations instead of around programs 

and projects"- Not only is the process structurally fragmented and shapeless; it 

also lacks basically a unifying goals framework. Coupling is loose and disjointed,. 

and sometimes- it next to· impossible to unravel the chain of events. Individual 

and institut-=..l.O!'lal participants are not fully aware that they are involved in a 

connected process. Indeed, they tend to take a very narrow view of their roles, 

responsibiliti=s and interests. As Berliner explains, their concern with the end 

result of work is a concern that ends with their stage of it.17 The whole ·activity 

chain moves through different links without the integrating force of common pur-

pose and sense of teamwork. 

Technological innovation in the Soviet Union is distinguished, above all, by 

its inherently bureaucratic nature. The whole process takes place primarily through 

bureaucratic. interactions between functional performers and higher ministerial 

authorities who serve as administrative "gatekeepersn at the critical transfer paints. 

There is little direct interplay and collaboration among actual individual and in-
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stitutional performers. External transactions between organizations are handled 

and mediated, for the most part, by various ministerial offices and departmental 

channels. Upon completion of its assigned work a research institute or design 

bureau, for instance, will report its results to one of the technical administra-

tions, branch glavki or industrial associations to which it is subordinate. The 

latter, in turn, decides what should be the next phase of work, by whom, and. where. 

The whole system operates by hierarchical referral and bureaucratic relay--situa-

tiona are referred upward in the hierarchy for resolution. Communications and 

work must go up and down long organizational lines to get across the various 

functional interfaces in the cycle. 

This bureaucratic structure and procedure affects the decision process in at 

least two important respects. First, the need to get endless approvals and agree-

ments at various stages produces decision delays and prolongs the research-production 

cycle. The creation of a new. machine, ·far example, requires typically 25 approvals 

"' at dif'feran.t l&ve:ls:.. To build a new technological system of 10 to 15. machines may " 

require as.many as 400 to 500 favorable clearances.18 In general these agreements 

19 are obtained ·sequentially and nat in parallel. Forward movement is constantly 

interrupted-and stalled by numerous rounds of negotiation, by waiting for approval 

of reports by departmental and interdepartmental expert commissions, for the re-

turn o.f tests on prototypes, by the absence of supplies and financing, etc. Con-

siderable time is spent on correspondence and on trips to ministries in pursuit 

of support for innovation.. The path from conception to commercialization can be 

especial.ly l.ong and precarious if the technology entails new processes or products 

unrelated to established interests and activities or involves much inter-ministerial 

nego.tiation .. 

According to studies by the State Committee for Science and Technology it 

frequently takes as much time to secure agreements and to transfer'documents from 

one organization to another as it does to conduct the necessary scientific develop-
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20 
ment. That is, the bureaucratic process of moving research results consumes 

as much time as the research and development process itself. Even excellent 

ideas must ttstand in line" to be included in the work plan of the organization 

designated to conduct the next phase of the process. They, too, sometimes fail 

to pass the approval stage. Among the nearly 700 completed R&D projects that 

were proposed by the Siberian Division of the USSR Academy of Sciences for 

practical use between 1960 and 1970 but were not introduced, about forty percent 

had become obsolete while wa:fting for higher approva1. 21 • 

Secondly, the quality of decision-making is reduced, because structure forces 

decisions to the highest levels away from the information and knowledge that are 

mast relevant to deal with them. Each addit.ional level distorts objectives and 

misdirects attention. The vision of individuals and managerial units is di~ected 

toward separate efforts rather than on the overall enterprise, results, and per-

formance. Every link in the administrative chain creates one more source of inertia, 
, .. 

friction, and s.lack. All along the .line there ·is constant danger a project will 

lose momentum and fall into incompetent or unsympathetic hands. Months of lost 

motion and dissipation of effort are frequently the result. 

These factors assume special importance in the branch ministries where the 

quality of managerial personnel is appreciably lower than in the academy system. 

The management of academic science is exer~ised by scientists themselves, and it 

is not nearly as fragmented and hampered by departmental limitations as so-called 

"branch" or ministerial science. Research and development work in the ministries, 

on the contrary, is directed by people who are not scientists. "They themselves 

do not perform scientific research, and many of them have only a vague notion of 

how .it is conducted. 1122 To be sure, scientific and managerial competence varies 

across-ministerial lines. Nonetheless, the traditional trproductian bias" of the 

branch ministries that discriminates against new technology and the relative lack 

of highly qualified personnel oriented to R&D issues and interests have not con-

tributed to the cause of innovation. 
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Significantly, same of the traditional perceptions and assumptions regarding 

scientific and technological development which underlie the structural organize-

tion of and-bureaucratic barriers to innovation are being increasingly questioned 

and replaced by a more dynamic and systems view. Established structural arrange-

ments, in turn, are giving way to new organizational approaches and institutional 

frameworks. One of the major Soviet discoveries about innovation in the 1970s, 

in fact, is the importance of the "management connection." The very phrase "ra.:: 

search-production" cycle is said to·ba somewhat of a misnomer, because action 

throughout must be negotiated and mediated. It is better to speak in terms of a 

system of uresearch-managem~nt-production," to use the words of soma Soviet analysts. 

Such terminology, they note~ conveys a more adequate image of this complex process. 

It· also explicitly identifies and emphasizes the management function and linkage.23 

finally, it is important to mention the growing recognition in the Soviet U~ian 

of the need to· make the management of R&D a distinct and separate form of managerial 

action anri::..specializat:i.on. In the past innovation was not mads a managerial re-

sponsibility .. Both the researcher and manager have bsencharactsrized by non-in-

novative rol.edefinitions. The introduction of new technology fell entirely outside 

the normal duties of enterprise executives and workers. No explicit or uniform 

rules sxistedto regulate technological change. Each new product or process was 

introduced largely in its own way. Nor is this surprising since the introduction 

of new technology was an extraordinary event. Management was geared to repetitive 

• d t• •t• 24 and unchang~ng pro uc ~on opera ~ons. Increasingly today, however, technolo-

gical change--at least in certain sectors--is becoming a normal and continuous 

situation. To accommodate a more rapid rate of technological growth, some Soviet 

experts argus that a new kind of management is needed that is oriented to innova-

tion. The management of R&D must· be developed and included as an integral part 

of the system of managing the enterprise, the branch, and the economy as a whole. 

In addition, this new managerial function must be put an a par with the management 
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25 of production, of finances, and of supply. More and more, then, Soviet spec-

ia1ists appear to be coming around to the view shared by numerous American writers 

that innovation cannot be a subordinate and part-time task. The problems and ob-

steeles are too obstinate to yield to only occasional attention and half-hearted 

action. 

Structuring and f<Japaging the· ReseaT'ch-tn:Rrorlucti an Cyc1 e: 
A Systems Approach 

With gradual movement away from a strictly phase-dominant to a more process 

view'of innovation, the need for a systems model of organization and management 

has become mora and more apparent. The traditional approach to innovation, based 

upon extreme functional specialization by institutional performer, has left the 

process structurally fragmented. ·structural barriers have been created ·all along 

the innovation chain. In essence, the research-production cycle has been unor-

ganized and unmanaged. 

To overcome the fragmentation of this cycle, special emphasis is now being 

put on the integrative aspects of management. The signi~icance of integration has 

also risen with growing realizat'ion that innovation is increasingly a social and 

complex process... Expressing this view, E. Kasov asserts, nscienti~ic activity is 

nJt simply an act of creativity but a complex system of coordinating the accivity 

.f>' J. • t . f . . t . fl26 
01 sapara ... a seutn ~ ~c organ~za J.:ons. Yu. Kanygin also stresses·the idea that 

'innovation involves a series o-r·several interdependent steps ·that must be success

fully joined and coordinated. 27 This is the task of management-.. 'Its ·role in in-

tegrating people and processes·so they can perform as a unified whole becomes not 

only more ~11portant but also more difficult. Gvishiani emphasizes,·"The problem 

of ensuring continuity of the process at every stage of research and development 

work, Licluding the introduction of results into mass production, is now being 
-

broughtta the fore as the mast complex organizational task. It is absolutely 

obvious that this process requires integrated management.u 
28 
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Because it focuses attention on interrelationships, interdependencies, and 

integration, the systems approach is regarded by many to be a more viable con-

ceptua1 framework for analyzing and solving structural design problems. Writing 

about the particular attraction of this approach, Gvishiani notes, "What interests 

us is its basic conclusion as to the need for a complex, all-round approach to 

management, and the disclosure of its integrative function. 1129 Its emphasis on 

study of organization of the research-production cycle as a total system is new 

and underscores the emerging broader view of organizational structure as a means 

of facilitating decision-making, motivation, and control. The application of a 

systems modal transforms the innovation process allegedly into "a unified and 

self-regulating dynamic system." The research cycle becomes "a continuous and 

30 goal-directed process." Yu. Mikhnevich speaks, in fact, of the "structuralization" 

of the research to production process that underlines recent organizational re-

forms. Kanyg±n also observes, "This is a process whose effective management re-

quires a def:L.'lite structure; that is, a definite composition of elements and means 
.. - "t:l 

of fusing them,..''""' In effect, a systems approach to structuring organizations 

and guiding organizational processes toward innovation objectives is seen as the 

new cure for ovarc.qming Russia's perennial linkage problems. 

In line with this approach a variety of new structural configurations have 

sprung up sines the late 1960s to promote technological innovation. While they 

assume generally the shape of large-scale research and production complexes, these 

new associational forms contain different combinations of scientific and engineering 

talents. The distinct kind of clustering of research activities and manufacturing 

operations depends largely upon the extent of involvement of the complex in the 

innovation process. This factor also determines which unit--research institute, 

design bw.::eau, experimental. plant, or production enterprise-will be the main link 

that bears the ttstructural load" of the final edifice. Each complex represents an 

attempt to build a unified organizational system rather than an unrelated or dis

jointed array of tasks, functions, and individual efforts. Basically, the new 
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integrated and integrating structures are designed to give institutional ex-

pression and coherence to the innovation process. Some science policy experts 

in r~oscow argue, in fact, that only through such research and production com-

plexes can the "research-to-production" cycle be effectively carried on from 

b . . ... d 32 
eg~nn1.ng ~..o en • 

A major aim of these institutional reforms is to make the innovation process 

more managed and manageable. Stated somewhat differently, it·is to create a 

managerial cycle whereby the development and application of new technology is 

more effectively controlled. Organizational separation and administrative frag-

mentation hava resulted in both.divided responsibility and diluted authority. 

The new complexes seek to concentrate managerial responsibility and authority 

for the R&D pr~cess as a whole, to centralize decision-making in order to achieve 

greater unity and order and to minimize the probability of conflict and delay. 

In short, the new arrangements seek to build a managerial structure that spans 

and links th& various subsystems of the organization, a decision center that can 

act as a common sup:erior and coordinating body for the complex as a whole. With 

the formation of such complexes all the organizational preconditions are supposedly 

laid for compxehensive systems planning and management of scientific and technical 

33 progress. ~~ch like Western organizations responding to new environmental un-

certainties and complexities, then, Kremlin authorities are expanding organizational 

boundaries -and bringing within internal control those forces creating complexity 

and anxiety. As Berliner notes, the new corporate form of Soviet innovation amounts 

essentially to an "internalization of what were formerly external transactions. 

It transfers certain flows of goods and services out of the domain of central 

plannir1g into that of internal enterprise administration. 1134 

A second and no less important objective of the new complexes is to establish 

a more effective framework for cooperation and interorganizational actions through 
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the creation of a unifying goals structure. The accent on objectives and end 

results in programmed-goals planning and systems management approaches currently 

in vogue is designed to help build commitment and a sense of common purpose that 

can fuse structure and people in cooperative joint efforts. Through the new 

complexes and associational forms the authorities hope to reshape the attitudes 

of R&D personnel and to create a coincidence of interest among all participants 

in the smooth and rapid transfer of technology. Instead of being guided by its' 

own special interests and parochial perspectives, each unit is to be motivated 

by common objectives, by "only one concept: ours." The new complexes are seen 

as means by which to transform "awkward external cooperation into harmoniou~ 

intrafirm cooperation.n35 Such integrating structures are expected to build a 

more favorable climate for innovation and to help get need~d team play. Indeed, 

the Russian term most frequently used to describe these complexes--obedinenie--

comes from the verb "to unite" or "to join.tt It captures the explicit design 

emphasa an~,intagration and teamwork. 

A discussion of the array of new partnership arrangements and structural 

designs co~ling science with industry is beyond the scope of this essay. One 

piece of the emerging Soviet architecture of linkage does warrant detailed analysis, 

however. This is the so-called "science-production associationn (nauchno-proiz-

vodstvennoe obedinenie). According to one of the most informed American specialists 

on Soviet science policy, the creation of NPOs is rrprobably the most significant 

consequence" of recent Kremlin reforms from the perspective of the future organ-

. t• f s . t . 36 
~za ~on o ov1e sc1ence. Of all the new organizations, the NPO is singled 

out universally by Russian writers as not only the most comprehensive but also 

the most succ.essful form of integrating and accelerating the research to production 

process~ To what extent are these claims justified? Are the NPOs, in fact, ef-

fective models of systems organization, planning, and management? Do they really 

represent "the innovative organization"? What are their advantages and their de-
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ficiencies? What obstacles impede their performance and institutional develop-

ment? Are NPOs the answer to Russia's innovation problems? These are questions 

to which we now turn. 

Organizing for Innovation: 
The Science-Production Associations 

Science-production associations first appeared as a "qualitatively new form" 

of organization and management in 1967 and 1968. Special impetus to their creation 

was provided by the Party and government decree of September 24, 1968, which set 

37 in motion a major overhaul of Soviet R&D practices and structures. By January 

1, 1972 there were 63 NPOs. 38 Five years later they numbered 128. Though they 

exist in nearly all branches of industry, NPOs are concentrated mainly in machine 

building, especially the electrical engineering, electronics, instrument manu-

facture, and aviation sectors, as well as in the chemical and petrochemical in-

dustries. Associations have also been organized in agriculture, construction, 

transport, communications, geology, and other nonindustrial branches. Though they 

are now found in several cities of the USSR, NPOs continue to be located predomi-

nantly in Moscow and Leningrad. 

Set up explicitly to organize innovation as a distinct and major task, the 

dssociationsfunction as special nurseries for the creation and applicatio11 of 

fundamentally new technology of the highest quality and in the shortest time pas-

sible. They give ideas "a ticket to life." At the present time, it is possible 

to differentiate within industry three basic types of NPO according to their final 

product: (1) those that specialize in developing primarily new products and tech-

nological equipment for their manufacture; (2) those that concentrate on creating 

new means of mechanization and automation of production, including management 

information systems; and (3) those that engage in the development of new materials 

and technological processes. The third type is less prevalent than the other two. 

A few NPDs,. like "Mikrobioprom" (microbiological industry),.nsoiuznauchplitprom" 
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(wood processing), and 11 Plastpolimern (chemical industry), engage simultaneously 

in developing new products, new processes, and new kinds of equipment and auto-

t d 
. • 3.9 rna e oev~ces. 

NPOs also differ in terms of the scope of their specialization and product 

use. The majority are of branch importance. However, some NPOs like ltfllastpolimer" 

are primarily sub-branch in focus while still others are essentially interbranch 

in nature. The latter include "Soiuznauchplitpromn and 11Soiuzstaklomash 11 (glass 

machine building), which develop articles used in construction, electronics, and 

defense as well as in the automobile, electrical engineering, instrument manu-

facture, light, food, chemical, and medical industries. Similarly, the All-Union 

NPO "Soiuztransprogrsss" was formed in 1974 to design, develop, and install 

40 transport container systems throughout the country. 

In. general,. numeraus benefits are ascribed to these new integrated structures. 

The process of .creating and applying new technology has been reduced in some NPOs 

41·.-
by twaarn:l-even three times. The quality of research, development, and innova-

tion is also' higher. In the electrical engineering industry the share of output 

stamped with the seal of highest quality is 1.5 to 2.5 times greater in NPOs than 

in the branch as a whole. 42 In the associations. from 40 to 50 percent {and climbing 

to 80 to 90 percent) of the completed R&D is actually implemented while in auto-

nomous scientific and technological organizations only 15 percent is successfully 

utilized. Labor and material costs are reduced because of less duplication, 

greater specialization, better organization of design work, fewer documentation 

errors, greater standardization of parts, and more extensive automation of work 

processes. In addition, NPOs are credited with·harmonizing the actions, goals, 

and interests of different performers and with creating a favorable climate for 

innovation.. They enjoy greater possibilities of applying network planning methods 

and computer- techniques to the innovation cycle, of using matrix organization 
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and project management concepts to improve the decision process and to build 

more dynamic and flexible innovative structures. Above all, they are said to 

generate favorable conditions for the conduct of uniform policies and inte

grated leadership throughout the associations. 43 

As Berliner notes, however, much of the evidence on NPOs deals with the 

performance of individual or groups of associations. Aggregate data in system-

atic form are still lacking. 44 
It is hard to get a good "qualitative fix" on 

these organizations as a whole. Nonetheless, there is sufficient fragmentary 

information and critical analysis to suggest a more mixed record of performance 

and diverse development. Not all associations have been resounding successes. 

Even those NPOs that have been held up as stellar examples, like "Pozitron" 

and "Plastpolimer," have important problem areas. Despite individual accom

plishments and some remarkable gains, serious deficiencies and gaps persist in 

both the theory and practice of science-production associations. The ostensible 

advantages of these new complexes are not always or, to use the Soviet phraseology, 

"automatically" realized. 

One are& of criticism and controversy concerns the optimal structure and 

composition of NPOs. Basically at issue here are conflicting views about the 

essentia~ purpose and function of these associations. There is general consensus 

that in promoting the rapid creation and smooth transfer of technology the as

sociations are to encompass ·the entire research-production cycle. Disagreement 

existsr however, over what should be the precise role and form of participation 

on the rJPO in the initial and concluding phases of the cycle. 

As regards the latter question, there are two main schools of thought. One 

holds that the task of the association should be limited essentially to the develop

ment and testing of prototypes. According to this view, which finds partial 

support ·in the official statute on the NPO, the business of series and mass pro-
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duction of new technology belongs not to the NPO but to the production associa

tions and enterprises. If these two tasks are not delimited organizationally 

between science-production and production associations but are done within the 

NPO, then confusion and a distortion of functions takes place. The inclusion 

of enterprises engaged in series production leads to an expansion of manufacturing 

operations to the detriment of R&D activity. The main function of the NPO- -

prototype development--becomes subordinate to the task of fulfilling current 

production programs. 

Indeed the claims and fears of those adopting this view are confirmed by 

experience. In several NPOs the share of scientific research and experimental 

design work comprises only 5 to 15 P.ercent of the volume of industrial production 

activi..ty. Some NPOs, like "Istochnikn in Leningrad and 11Akkumuliatortt in Podolak, 

both of which fall into this category, were renamed production associations in 

1976. In "Elektrokeramika" the proportion of series production has risen to 

mar~ than 90 pa:c:cent of the total work plan. of the association. Because of this 

R&D results are accumulating and cannot find an outlet either at the association 

or at othe~ enterprises of the branch. The share of new products originating in 

the NPO anct.assi..milated into series production has also declined in recent years 

at "Elektro.ap.parat" and nKondensator." More than half of the worklosd of series 

production facilities at some NPOs deals with assignments that have nothing to 

do with the activities of their own R&D units and sometimes even fall outside 

the speciali-zed profiles of the associations. NPOs having major enterprises of 

series and mass production have shown a strong tendency to become interested mainly 

in improving production indicators and not in accelerating innovation. To 

weaken the desire to maintain production runs of the same items and to encourage 

greater product mix and renewal,·a new rule has recently been introduced. If an 

NPO issues a particular product more than three years, deductions to its incentive 

funds are then reduced by fifty percent.
45 
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On the other hand, many specialists insist equally strongly that. series or 

batch production is an integral part of the NPO. The role of series production 

facilities is not to increase industrial output but to serve as an arena within 

which the NPO can test and perfect its innovations under actual production 

conditions. If NPOs lack series production capability, this forces them to 

transfer the assimilation of new products and processes to other organizations 

that prolongs the process and reduces the quality of innovation. A proponent ' 

of this view is.Dr. Kim Isaevich Taksir of the Academy's Institute of Economics 

and one of the foremost authorities on NPOs. It is precisely the capacity to 

produce unique or small batches of new technological items, he claims, that 

distinguishes the NPO from a complex research institute.46 v. I. Shteingauz 

and V. N. Arkhangelsky share a similar opinion. Without this function, the 

latter points out, the NPO is excluded from the most important stage connected 

with the implementation of R&D results and cannot perform its role of connecting 

link betuseensc:ience and industry. Other Soviet writers also maintain that when 

the rlPO concentrates mainly on "preproductionn work, it cannot really qualify as 

a "science-p:;:cduction 11 association. 47 

Differences of view--though less sharply defined--also exist with respect 

to the place of the NPO at the research end of the innovation process. For that 

matter, there is no agreement in the Soviet Union about the place and role of 

basi.c. research generally in the "research-production cycle.u48 Until recently, 

major NPOs like "Pozitron" themselves performed fundamental research at the 

level of nearly 10 percent of their total scientific research effort. It became 

necessary to abandon this practice by the mid-1970s, however. While a few NPOs 

still engage in some exploratory research, the majority rely upon institutes of 

the Academy to conduct fundamental research for them on the basis of contracts.49 

Befitting their role and development as "branch" institutions, NPOs focus pre

dominantly on applied R&o. 50 
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At the same time, the scope and volume of scientific research and develop-

ment vary considerably among NPOs. In some associations the share of R&D may 

be less than 10 percent of the total cost of production activity while in 

others it may account for as much ss 50 percent. Table 1 reveals this range 

of diversity for a few selected associations. 51 Some specialists believe 

1able 1 

THE SHARE OF R&D AND OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION IN NPOs 
(Expressed in terms of total cost) 

NPO 

Plastpolime~ 
Pishchepromavtomatika 
Elektroappar.at 
Elektrokeramika 
Bummash 
Poziti'on 

R&D 

24.0 
23.2 
10.0 

6.0 
20.3 
33.0 

Industrial Production 

76.0 
76.8 
90.D 
94.0 
79.7 
67.0 

Source: K. I. Taksir, Nauchno-oroizvodstvennye obedineniia, p. 110. 

that a fixed percentage should be established for the ratio of ttscience 11 to 

"producti.ontt activity as a mandatory condition for the functioning of NPOs. 

Though he disagrees with this view, Taksir notes that when a complex is headed 

by a small research institute which conducts an insignificant volume of R&D (less 

than 10-12-pa~ent), then the NPO is generally unable to direct effectively the 

research-production cycle. Arkhangelsky also stresses that experience has shown 

that the capacity of the R&D center must be nearly 20 percent of the production 

capacity for an NPO to perform successfully its various functions. 52 

This aspect acquires special importance, because the NPO is intended to 

serve as the scientific-technical qenter for the branch or subbranch in the 

a:I'ea of its specialization. In fact, this is seen as a distinguishing feature 

of the NPU which differentiates it from a production association and other re-

search and production complexes which may also contain R&D subdivisions.. In the 

NPO these units are expected to conduct general-purpose or branch-wide R&D, 

developing innovation for the industrial branch as a whole. In production as-

sociations, however, scientific organizations are usually of local significance 
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and confine their research-development-innovation work primarily to the pro

duction needs of the associations. The "head" organization is also different 

in these two kinds of integrated structures. While this role belongs to an 

industrial enterprise in the production association, it is performed generally 

by a powerful research institute in the science-production association. 

As branch S&T centers·, NPOs are assigned several tasks. Their responsi

bilities include, for example, long-range planning of the main directions of 

research; developing forecasts and programs to solve the most important scientific 

and technical problems in the branch, especially those related to improving pro

ducti.on efficiency and _product quality; and making recommendations about the 

use of R&D results in both the branch and the economy as a whole. NPOs are ex

pecteq to coordinate scientific research,· experimental design, and engineering 

work dane by other organizations and production associations in their spheres of 

specializationr regardless of the departmental affiliation of these units. In 

edditiorr,~ they perform other branchwide services, such as supplying scientific 

and technicaL.informetion, doing economic analysis and engineering feasibility 

studies, conducting work on patents and licensing, S?tting branchwide technical 

stendards,-forecasting the demand for new products and processes, and providing 

manag_oment training and advice on production organization with respect to new 

technology. The associations are also expected to develop and provide special 

services for introducing new technology, its assembly, start-up, and adjustment 

to other enterprises and organizations.53 In exercising these functions, the NPO 

clearly assumes (or shares) certain of the responsibilities formerly held by the 

ministry technical administration and ather staff units. 

To be sure, several NPOs do perform these tasks and act as the principal 

organizeJ:s of technical progress in their branches. nsoiuznauchplitprom," for 

example, plays this role in the wood processing industry. One hundred and five 
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enterprises of the USSR Ministry of Timber and Wood Processing Industry and 67 

enterprises of other ministries produce items developed by the NPO. "Mikrobioprom" 

is the S&T headquarters for the microbiological industry.. ~lore thE:m 70 enter-

prises work on projects originating at the association. "Plastpolimer" is the 

leading center for plastics and has overall responsibility for high pressure 

polyethelenes, polystyrenes, fluoro-plastics, and polyvinylacetates. Between 

1g69 and 1973 the NPO introduced 117 technological innovations into Soviet in-' 

dustry. More than 300 sugar plants in the USSR produce products which utilize 

developments of the NPO "Sakhar." In the cryogenic engineering industry nearly 

90 percent of all machinery and equipment produced is based on designs developed 

at the industry's NPO ttKrioganmash." In radio electronics "Pozitron" is the 

S&T centsr. "Ritm" occupies this position in shipbuilding. During the Ninth 

Plan (1971-1975) 40 percent of all improvements in labor productivity at ship-

building enterp~ises were to be based upon the application of engineering ideas 

dave:loped- at -the NPO. 54 

It is ~clear that not all NPOs serve as the scientific and technical 

haadquartsrs for their branches. Some associations serve only a few enterprises 

and contain vary small R&D units.. Others that do exercise branch-wide functions 

do not provide all the special services mentioned above. Soma NPOs are unable 

to perform broad S&T responsibilities, because they lack a research institute 

all together or, if one is present, it is not the leading link in the association .. 55 

These basic differences in perception and practice, moreover, find expres-

sian in the structure of science-production associations. Notsurprisingly, a 

variety of institutional forms has evolved. While as mal'ly as six or_seven 

separate kinds of NPOs are described by soma specialists, they generally fall 

into three main types: (1) a technical or scientific-technical association, which 

engages in general prototype development and innovation; (2) a science-production 



association per sa, which conducts R&D, pratotyping, testing, first series 

production, and assimilation of new products and equipment; and (3) a production-

technical association, which is occupied primarily with the assimilation, as-

56 sembly, installation, and debugging of new processes and products. As Taksir 

points out, however, what are called scientific-technical associations are as-

sentially complex scientific research institutes while production-technical 

associations are really specialized organizations for the introduction of new · 

technology. Neither type envelops the entire research-production cycle. 57 

Generally speaking, NPOs are mergers in various combinations of branch 

scientific research institutes, design bureaus, project-design and development 

engineering organizations, experimental plants, industrial enterprises for series 

production, assembly, start-up, and installation facilities, centers for manage-

ment training, divisions for various scientific-technical services, etc. It is 

not necessary far an NPO to contain ~ of these units, however. Table 2 gives 

information about the structural make-up of 15 leading NPOs. All these associa-

tions include both a scientific research institute and a series production unit. 

Thirteen hav~an experimental production capability. Other evidence suggests, 

however, a less uniform picture for NPOs as a whole. In a study of 40 NPOs, V. I. 

Kushlin notes that 10 percent had no series production unit while 8 percent lacked 

a scientific research subdivision. Eighteen or 45 percent of the NPOs had no 

experimenta~ production or testing facility. 58 

Particularly absent, it seems, are facilities such as start-up and adaptation 

organizations and training centers which can promote more rapidly and effectively 

the implementation of R&D results. A few NPOs, like "Pishchepromavtomatika" 

(food precessing), "Soiuznauchplitprom," and "Impuls" (mini-computers), have 

estab1~shed special services that help introduce new products and processes di-

rectLy at customer enterprises and train their personnel in the use and repair 

of technology. Other associations have created at series plants of their branches 
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Table 2 

TclE STRUCTURAL COMPOSITION OF SELECTED SCIENCE-PRODUCTIO~ ASSOCIATIONS 

Subdivisions included in the Association 

";j 
~ ~ t:: t;S 0 t;S 

<I) 0 ..... 
.;.J 

"""' 
.;.J t:: 0. ,, 

:l tl) t;S .;.J .s ::s .;.J 0 N ~ .u ..... ..... ..... t;S .;.J ~ ~~ .;.J ::s 0 c::: ..... 0 t;S a <U (I) t;S a Cll ...-IP,. ::s .u c::: t:: as.u c: <I) .c tl) t;S ";j Cf.lOO c 01-t ~ 0 ~ .;.J ~ 0 ........... eQ(I) ..... :s ~ 0 c 0 ~ .. .u .u r:::o 4-I..C:: {:q <U...-1 p.. >. >.C:Sctt "" ..-10 I .;.J s.u .tJ ~~ N c C) 
.;.J~ c c :::s 0 .,.. 0 (1)..-1 ..a~..-~ ..-1"0 a ttt co C.Qt;S (I) ~ ::s <1)..-4 e c:s c as o (I) <I) ..... ..-I<U ..,..., 

!U"' .......... (l.).Ut;S ~..d ..-1(1) (I) (I) l-4 0 0.0 ~ 0 tOcr.rtl) E-f.;.J 
Nat!:!e of the Nro 0 <I) !U !U ::s ~ X~ <U as (I) t:: ~ <I) 

Cf.l~ A A>::1 ~ ~p.. Cf.l&:.o. <~o <:::: 
Agropri.-bor + - + + + + - - -

Soiuznauchplitprom + - + + + + + -
Salc!ia: + + - - + + ... - -
Sistema + "' - + + + ··~ + - -

f Istod:mik .. + - - + + + - -! 

I Mi.1.o::'ohiop:rcm + - - + + + - -
Soiu:zstak.lomash + - + + + + - -
Zramfa '!l:uda* - + - - + + - -
Pla.stpol:icer + + - + + + - -
Bt.t!Ima.Sh + - - - + -1.. - -' 

PoZ'it:rcn + + + - + + - -' 
Pishchepromavto-

ma.tika + + - + + + + + 

Ritm + - - - - + - -
l Soio:zavtoma.ts trom + - - - - + + -

'l"<z: ..;;u + - - - + + - -
~The head organization of the NPO is the Central Design Bureau 
for Construction Engineering which is essentially a scientific 
research institute 

Source: Taksir7 Nauchno-oroizvodstvennye obedineniia~ p. 34. 
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special departments (affiliate services Of the NPO) which include design en

gineers and technologists who assist the plants in retooling and manufacturing 

d . 59 I new pro uc~s. n general, though, this set of important functions is not 

yet being performed by the majority of NPOs. 

Underlying these issues of the optimal structure, composition, and functions 

of science-production associations is the problem of what in American busine.ss 

terminology is called "product differentiation." Given the array of new stru::

. tural d~signs and associatio.nal forms tha~ have evolved since the latE! 19€i0s, 

the NPO has had difficulty in gaining and maintaining a distinct identity. 

Lacking a precise definition of the NPO, some ministries have been rather ar-

bitrary in classifying and creating the new complexes. What are labeled NPOs 

are, in fact, production associations or complex scientific institutions. Some 

NPOs have experienced difficulty in preserving their fundamentally dual char-

acter. Overdevelopment of their scientific functions turns the NPO into a tradi-

tional research institute, only larger. Hypertrophy of production operations, 

on the other hand, transforms the complex into a production association. The 

problems of r:raintaining a "dialectical unity" of functions have led some experts 

to press for some kind of fixed ratio or at least minimum levels regulating these 

.... •t• 60 
aCl.~V~ ~as. 

The problem of product differentiation is made all the more difficult because 

in some instances it is practically impossible to distinguish between an NPO and 

a production association which contains its own large R&D complex. For example, 

the "Uralmash" Production Association includes a scientific research and engin-

eering design institute of heavy machine building which has more than 6,000 

workers and does business by contract with.more than 60 R&D establishments in 

the country. During the Ninth Plan the association developed more than 100 

prototypes of new machines and equipment. Other POs which conduct major scientific 

research and development include "AvtoZIL," nsvetlana,n and "Elektrosila.n 
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The distinction b~comes especially fine when a production association creates 

new products in small series or single lots and is one of the major producers 

of this type of product, like in the case of "Elektrosila." 

On another level, the relations of science-production associations with 

higher ministerial authorities are not uniform and regularized. In some branches 

there is no permanent body to lead NPOs. Where such organs exist they sometimes 

fail to take into account the distinct features of individual associations and' 

·regard them as ali alike. Some ministries and agencies approach NPOs as ordinary 

research institutes or industrial enterprises. The lines of subordination also 

vary. A few NPOs such as nsoiuznauchplitprom" and uMikrobioprom" report directly 

to the ministry (frequently to a deputy minister). The majority, however, operate 

on a three-link system (NPO--glavk/industrial association--ministry). They re-

port either to one of the glavki or main administrations in their respective min-

istry or to an all-union industrial association. 11 Plastpolimer" provides an 

exampl~of the latter pattern, which will probably become more common as the min-

istries reorganize and the glavki are liquidated or transformed into industrial 

associations_. The majority of NPOs function as the first link of management. 

Yet ·a numb.e:r of them conduct from 30 to 100 percent of all R&D done in the branch. 

In addition some NPDs are essentially all-union associations. These differences 

are not reflected in their legal status, however. This causes some specialists 

to argue that certain NPOs should have additional powers and prerogatives in com

parison with other NPOs. 61 

Internal organizational development has also been marked by problems and 

diversLty. The key issue here has been the degree of legal authority to be ex-

ercised by the central management or head organization as against that retained 

by the constituent units. "The criteria for establishing a happy median between 

loose or formal merger and overcentralization of decision-making are apparently 

I L t• 62 difficult to arrive at, ' observes ouvan rJol ~ng. The aim of creating these 

new complexes, it will be recalled, is to break down structural barriers, to 
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bring the multiple participants in innovation into closer association and even 

under common administration. 

Meanwhile, twa negative tendencies found expression in the institutional 

evolution of NPOs up to 1976. On the one hand, integration stopped far short 

of the model of a unified and organic system. Amounting to little. more than a 

mechanical conglomerate of autonomous units, the NPO was transformed into "an 

administrative superstructure, a superficial link an the path from the ministry 
. . 63 .. 

and glavk to science and production. 11 Even among the earliest and most tauted 

NPOs institutional consolidation was slow and incomplete. An investigation of 

nine major NPOs by the Institute of Economics in 1974 found that a council of 

directors had nat yet been formed in three of the complexes. One still lacked 

a scientific-technical council for the associatian. 64 

On the other hand, centralization was sometimes carried to an extreme. Can-

stituent units of an NPO were denied any autonomy, even in operational management 

and control. This situation proved especially debilitating when the association 

contained su~divisions that were highly diverse and geographically dispersed. As 

a result the NPO became unmanageable. The decision process became frozen as each 

unit was forced to go to the highest levels and much time was last in getting 

agreements and approvals. In short, association members became caught in the 

·familiar bureaucratic chain from which they were supposedly to be liberated.65 

Of these two tendencies, the first was the most dominant. The retention 

of autonomy by campa.nent parts almost everywhere impeded, if not prevented, the 
. . 

development of an integrated planning and management structure far the association 

as a whole. Indeed, this was the conclusion that several NPOs, including "Ritm" 

and ff'Pishchepramavtomatika," drew after two or three years of ·operation.66 The 

pressure subsequently mounted on Moscow authorities to impose greater centralize-

tion. Significantly, the official statute an the KJPO, which was finally approved 
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by the USSR Council of Ministers on December 30, 1975, stipulates that all 

units joining an NPO are denied any legal autonomy. At the same time, the 

ministries and union republic officials have been given some discretion in 

1 . th• 1. d k. t• 67 app y~ng ~s ru ~ng an rna ~ng excep ~ons. Intra-associational relations 

are likely to continue to reflect substantial diversity in practice, if not 

in form. How successful the 1g75 statute will be in overcoming formal merger 

without leading at the same time to excessive centralization still remains to 

be seen. A year after passage of the statute two Soviet science analysts admitted, 

"While some services are centralized, a system has still not been found of or-

ganizing the mutual relations of structural units and the machinery of manage• 

68 
ment for the complex as a whole." Indeed, until 1976 NPOs were not even 

registered as an independent institutional category at the USSR Central Statistical 

Administration. All accounting was done strictly in terms of their individual 

69 structural components. 

On the~whole,- centralization of planning and management functions within 

science-production associations remains both uneven and incomplete. Professor 

pzhavadov goes so far as to assert, "Practice shows that NPOs are created on the 

basis of existing research institutes, design bureaus, and enterprises without 

70 any radical changes in the structure of management." A few associations like 

"Plastpolimer" have built new_and separate management bodies to run the complex. 

However, the majority organize administration around the managerial staff of the 

head unit. As a rule this structure is too small and inadequate for servicing 

th~ association. Additional personnel from other subdivisions of the NPO must 

be brought in to beef up existing departments or to form new administrat_ive 

sections at the head organization. Since no unified staff list has been developed 

for the management of NPDs, each person is paid according to the salary scale and 

bonus syfrtem of his particular subdivision. Wages and incentive systems are not 



the same in research institutes and production units. As a result association 

executives doing identical work are frequently paid in different ways, and they 

are motivated to fulfill different indicators and in varying degrees.71 Not-

surprisingly, these factors have impeded the recruitment and development of a 

strong and competent management team for the NPOs. To help remedy the situa-

tion the official statute on science-production associations gives to the general 

director of an NPO greater powers to apply more flexible wage structures and tb 

effect organizational change. The ministries have also been permitted to raise 

the salaries of managerial officials by 10 to 15 percent at the largest NPOs. 72 

Planning and financing are two areas in particular where NPOs have major 

problems. As regards the first, long-range planning is still undeveloped in the 

associations. Though a few like "Plastpolimer" have drawn up plans for five years 

and scientific forecasts for 25 to 30 years in areas of their specialization, 

they ar~ clearly the exception. It is said to be possible now to have in the 

NPOs b-~y major- projects extending over the long term rather than minor themes 

73 as prevailed in R&D units in the past. So far, however, medium range planning 

has baen minimal. During the Ninth Plan, in fact, NPOs received five year plans 

only for production, not f-or R&D which continued to be conducted mostly on an 

1 
. . 74 annua oas~s .- Nor have NPOs been successful in integrating research-development-

innovation-production plans for the complexes as a whole. r~inistries and higher 

plannL1g bodies have persisted in issuing plans to separate NPO units rather than 

to the association leadership. Work plans are approved uin pieces," at different 

times and by different deputy ministers or administrative divisions in the b~anch, 

and they are brought to the association without being coordinated. 75 More than 

18 months after adoption of the 1975 statute on the NPO, V. Pokrovsky observed 

that science-production associations were still taking only "the first steps" 

76 in dra~1g up integrated plans. 
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Divided authority and fragmented administration also prevail in financial 

matters. As a rule, NPOs have no centrali~ed funds and reserves. Financing 

is done through multiple channels, and resources are allocated separately to 

each subdivision. Characteristic of Soviet budgeting generally, financing is 

oriented to maintaining institutions (research institutes, design bureaus, and 

enterprises) and not to supporting programs and projects. At least until re-

cently the central management or head organization of NPOs lacked authority 

to redistribute assets, investments, and funds of the constituent units.77 

Development of a unified incentive structure has also been a special problem. 

Up to now each subdivision formed and spent its awn fund. for material incentives 

and the NPOdid not have any right to these funds. As a result top management 

could not utilize these resources or part of them as an economic instrument. 

Furthermor:&, the magnitude of bonus payments.for developing new technology vary 

substant±.ally among subdivisions, reflecting their different orientations and 

interests~ The absence of unified funds and more uniform bonuses has prevented 

NPOs from usL,g monetary incentives to get association members to pull in the 

d
. . . 78 same ~recr.n:m •. To enable the NPOs to overcome these problems and to apply 

economic st:imuiation as a means of promoting throughout the complexes planning 

and management by objectives, Kremlin authorities adopted new regulations in 

the fall of 1976. These decisions set down new guidelines for the formation and 

utilization of common bonus. funds in NPOs. 7g Nonetheless, an editorial in Pravda 

on January 12, 197B,devoted to a ten-year assessment of this institution, observed, 

ttThare is [still]no precise financial and economic system that, taking into ac-' 

count the distinctive characteristics of the association, could provide a solid 

support for the organic merging of science and production, and promote the effi-

cient development of new technology." 

Underlying these problems of the continuing fragmentation of planning, fi-

nancing, and management of NPOs are serious and unresolved methodological questions 
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about how to evaluate these structural entities coupling science with production. 

Basically, new integrated performance criteria have not been devised. This 

explains partly, in fact, why ministries and higher planning and financial agencies 

persist in issuing plans and funds to separate NPO subdivisions. Many performance 

indicators still relate to the activities of R&D and production units in their 

previously independent status.. Existing_ indicators do not differentiate between 

R&D subdivisions that belong to NPOs and those that do not. According to cur-

rent methods of accounting and statistical reporting, it is not possible to 

aggregate the results of activity of organizations that relate to material pro

duction and to the world of non-production. 80 

To be sure, some efforts are being made in this direction. Some norms have 

been devised for determining the average length of the research-production cycle 

and are used in measuring performance of NPDs. According to Tabachnikas and 

Skliar, however, these norms are established rather arbitrarily, largely 11by eye. 11 

No fixed and uniform methodology exists yet for this purpose. In other associa-

tions indicat~s are used to determine the degree to which the research-production 

process has been reduced over time. Taksir points out, however, that this kind 

of norm is of dubious value because reduction of the innovation cycle obviously 

... ~ -a.l 
has a 1im2~. What methodological progress has been made in devising incegra-

ted evaluative indicators and norms for NPOs is still largely confined to experi-

ments. Not everyone realizes yet that the NPO is not simply the sum of its parts 

but represents a qualitatively new type of organization. 

Looking back on the first decade of its life, therefore, we can say that 

this ne~-institutional form has still not found its proper face and place in the 

Soviet scheme of things. Very few NPOs have approached--much less accomplished--

the gcal of creating an organizationally, technologically, and economically 

integrated system for promoting innovation. In most, "sciencett and "production" 
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continue to lead separate lives. The administrative and psychological barriers 

between them have not bean effectively broken down. Organization-building has 

bean marked by much confusion and diversity, not to mention bureaucratic opposi

tion and lethargy. In the absence of clear guidelines from the center, branch 

ministries created NPOs as they saw fit, often obliterating the boundaries be-

tween different kinds of research and production complexes. Sometimes NPOs were 

put together without any systematic research and analysis of design and development 

problems. Little consideration was given to their place in the context of future 

. 82 . 
directions and needs of the branch as a whole. Initially, the lack of a formal 

statute permitted needed room for flexibility and experimentation. It also re-

duced the danger of putting these new structures into an organizational strait-

jacket and monolithic mold. More and more, however, the absence of a document 

establishing the legal status of the-NPO and defining its basic functions and 

principles of organization had prevented the solution of a number of complex 
... 

problems.., The: associations were recognized as baing frozen in their units, forms, 

and relations .... 

A new stage of development came in 1976. After confirmation of the 1\IPO statute, 

Kremlin authorities stepped up efforts to impose greater clarity, order, and di-

rection in the affairs of the associations. A drive was launched to make the 

Tenth five Year Plan a period of "development not only in breadth but also in 

depthtt for research and production complexes of all kinds, and not just NPOs. As 

regards· the latter specifically, their number was to grow to between 200 and 250 

by 1980.83 

Nonetheless, the affect of these actions and announcements remains to be 

seen. This is amply demonstrated by an article in Pravda in March 1978 on the 

NPO 1'Sistama" of the Ministry of Tractor and Farm r~achinery. Despite the feet 

that the NPOwas formed eight years ago, its assistant general director admits, 
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"There are certain shortcomings and rough edges, since Sistema is still trying 

to find itself.n Indeed, to date the association, we are told, has produced 

almost no articles related to automated control systems, the area of its alleged 

specialization. Detailing a "list of all kinds of foul-ups and absurdities" in 

the NPO's activity, the Pravda reporters attribute mast of these problems to a 

proforma approach taken when the association was created. nMinistry officials 

gave no thought to th~ necessary correspondence between the form and content , 

of the new research and production association." The reporters add, 

It was assumed that in time everything would work itself 
out and fall into place. But, as we see, this has nat 
happened. Now, eight years later, no one in the ministry 
wants to admit the mistake, since such an admission would 
make it necessary to name the specific parties responsi
ble far such an unsuccessful experiment. As a result, a 
search is underway for all sorts of half-measures to get 
the hastily farmed association moving. 

In concluding their piece of investigative reporting, the authors note that Sistema's 

unlucky story is by no means exceptional. "Nowadays calling a research institute 

merely an institute or a plant merely an enterprise somehow seems clumsy,. an ad-

84 mission of anets backwardness," they say. In the era of the scientific and tech-

nical revolution and amidst the new systems rhetoric flowing from the Kremlin, 

organizational nameplates must be changed to keep pace with the times. 

At the same time, expectations far the NPDs seem to have coaled in recent 

months. Much of the initial optimism that surrounded them has·d~ssipated. The 

accumulation of a variety of unresolved problems in the course of their develop-

ment has dimL~ished the institutional glow and image of the NPO as a possible 

panacea for the innovation problem. As one Soviet observer noted in the summer 

of 1976, "One can hardly find now defenders for the view that every branch in-

stitute should be turned into an NPO. The opinion is growing slowly but steadily 

that the number of NPOs in industry cannot be big, perhaps three or four in one 

ministry." "And if this is so," he continued, "then it is necessary to recognize 
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directly that the NPD is a partial solution to the bl [ ~ pro em of strengtheningj 

the ties between science and production.u85 v G Sht · • • e~ngauz also concludes, 

"The NPO must be regarded as a successful but far from the only form of in-

tegrating research with production.u86 The NPO is still expected to play an 

important----and even increasing--role in accelerating innovation and technical 

progress, but there is growing realization that other kinds of integrating 

structures will have to be developed and that each can contribute to innovation 

in different w.a:ts. 

Carrying R&D Results over into Application: 
The Institutionalization of Entrepreneurship 

Along this line Soviet interest has mounted in recent years in establishing 

a network of specialized innovation organizations whose task is explicitly the 

implementation and spread of new technology and production techniques.87 Since 

this function is not the main job of either scientific or production organizations, 

a new type of institution is needed for this purpose that is neither a research 

institute no~ arr industrial enterprise, some specialists argue. They see in-

novation--the exploitation and application of new ideas and designs--as a dis-

tinct activLty that is ~undamentally different from both research and production. 

Hence, they maintain that new technology transfer vehicles are required to per-

form vital but neglected innovation functions. Such specialized organizations 

are depicted as new connecting links between science and industry which serve 

as important "middlemen" facilitating and mediating the research-to-production 

88 process .. 

Attention to these new structural forms has grown in part because the science-

production associations have proven to be more successful at creating new tech-

nology than at applying it. While a few NPOs conduct extensive innovation act-

i.vitias, they are clearly the exception rather than the rule. The majority of 

associations lack the services and staff needed to perform these functions an 

any mea,ingful scale. NPOs have ather limitations as well that prevent them 
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from acting as a significant force for the mass introduction and diffusion of 

R&D results. The creation of NPOs strengthens the production ties of only a 

few research institutes. It does nothing for other branch R&D units that do 

not belong to the NPOs~ They remain as isolated and insulated as before. 

Moreover, even the most specialized enterprise cannot be satisfied with the 

services of only one scientific organization to solve all the problems of its 

technological development. Since NPOs generally produce new items at best in , 

small lots of.a 100 or so, their volume of output.is clearly insufficient ~or 

the needs of the branch as a whole. In addition, the NPOs are obliged to im

plement their own R&D. Their experimental production capacity is usually too 

small to handle research and engineering results produced by outside organiza

tions. In short, the NPOs are closed end relatively confined complexea, walled 

off from many R&D organizations and production establishments in their branches. 

What is needed are organizations specializing exclusively in translating R&D results 

into pract.i.c:.aL use. They must be distinguished by their universality and capa

bility of i~oducing ideas generated by many sources; they must be places 

where any R&O unit or industrial plant can turn for assistance. 89 

Actually~ the idea of innovation firms is not new. Taksir describes five 

kinds of o:r;:,gan:izations that have evolved since the late 1960s and are orit:mted 

specifically. to the utilization of new technology. 90 One type includes insti

tutions like "Energotekhprom" within the USSR Ministry of Power and Electrifica

tion that are fully geared to develop and transfer R&D results into application. 

Estaolished in 1965, this experimental production and engineering facility pro

vides a broad array of innovation services in the amount of more than 14 million 

rubles a year-. Besides installing and debugging new products and processes, 

nEnergot:ekhprom" trains personnel at client enterprises. The firm also helps 

research institutes formulate their work agendas to incorporate specific re-

questa from indust~y. 
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A second type of adaptation organization is of a more mixed profile. 

Along with introducing new technology, it also engages in repair and construc

tion work. Examples include several associations that have been set up by the 

USSR Ministry of Non-ferrous Metallurgy. Enterprises in this branch are generally 

not able to conduct technological modernization and ·improvements on their own. 

Some of these innovation associations have a specific technical specialty; 

"Uralenergotsvetmet," for example, installs evaporative cooling equipment in 

metallurgical plants, pneumatic transport systems'for loose and pulverized ma

terials, and special pneumatic dust collecting devices. Economic savings from 

the innovations by this one association alone are estimated to have been about 

30 million rubles for the period 1971 to 1975. 

"Soiuztekhosnastika" represents the third variety of introduction organiza

tion. This association deals mainly in the installation of different interbranch 

engineering devices. One of its chief tasks is the creation and broad dissemina

tion of a_unifarm system of st·andardized multipurpose assembly and readjustable 

equipment ... 

A fourth group of innovation organizations is made up of the Centers for 

Scientific Organization of Labor at various research institutes. Conducting all 

their work through economic contracts, these centers resemble, to a certain extent, 

management consulting firms in the West. They serve essentially as organizational 

intermediaries between R&D establishments and the world of production. Their 

business involves not only the introduction and diffusion of new technology but 

alsa the propagation of knowledge and advanced production experience. The Center 

far Scientific Organization of Labor and Production Management under the All-Union 

Institute of Economics and Labor Organization in the oil and gas industry falls 

into this classification. 

from a Western perspective, the fifth category of introduction organization 

identified by Taksir is perhaps the most interesting. This group is comprised 
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of what can best be described as profit maximizing engineering or management con

sultant firms. They are created and sustained through largely private initiative 

of technological entrepreneurs seeking to exploit scientific advances. Offering 

a broad profile of services, these organizations exist essentially outside the 

formal economic system and beyond official planning and control. Paradoxically, 

this is both their greatest strength and their greatest weakness. In accord with 

the initial decentralizing spirit of the 1965 economic reforms, more than a dozen 

of·these new technical fir~s sprung up across the Soviet Union. They included, 

for example, rtFakel" (The Torch) in Novosibirsk, "Novator" (Innovator) and "Khikmet" 

(Wisdom) in Baku,. "Neva" in Leningrad, "Iskra" (The Spark) in Tomek, "Poisk" 

(Search) in Severodonetsk, and "Temp" (Tempo) in Moscow. By the early 1970s, 

however, most of them were forced to close their doors. Others continue to lead 

a semi-legal life. In general, these structures have not been stable and surviving 

additions to the Soviet science and technology establishment. This is not because 

they have been inefficient but, on the contrary, because their success and via

bility have net been acceptable in ideological and politi,cal terms. 

IndicatLve of the nature and fate of these entrepreneurial ventures is the 

"tale of tha Torch;. n 91 "fakel tt was set up by a fetiJ ·young scientists-entrepreneurs 

in 1966. It had no budget, no material supplies, no paid staff, and no office space. 

After compi1jng a list of prospective consultants and their specialties, the 

founders simply set up headquarters in a dormitory of the University of Novosibirsk 

and began soliciting contracts. Consultants would be chosen to work on problems 

in their spare time. Various organizations were paid for the use of their equip

ment and facilities during non-working hours. The Torch received 3.5 million 

rubles from 263 contracts for the period up to June 1970. Allegedly, the innovations 

introduced by it resulted in a savings of 35 million rubles. These included the 

development nf "an optimal plan for forest exploitation" in Novosibirsk Province, 
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a system of computer analysis of seismic materials for a local geological ex-

pedition, and an experimental model of a Torch-built swamp vehicle for oil ex-

ploration in the Western regions of Siberia. Other projects were in such diverse 

fields as gold extraction, the use of manure, development of coloring substances 
/ 

and of control~evices for the Novosibirsk Power Station. Despite support from 

the Presidium of the Siberian Division of the Academy of Sciances, not to mention 

the local Komsomol authorities under whose wing "Fakel" formally operated, however, 

this efficient but u~conventional-qrganization came under strong attack and 

eventually closed down in May 1971. 92 

One of the few firms of this kind to have survived--in modified form--is 

"Novator.tt Formed in 1967, it was reorganized by the leaders of the Azerbaidzhan 

Repub-lic in 1971 and placed under the jurisdiction of the republic Trade Union 

Council~ It has since been put under dual subordination to the republic Ministry 

of Local Economy and the State Committee on Inventions and Discoveries. Basically, 

the firm seeks and screens relatively simple ttorphaned inventions 11 from institutes 

throughout-the USSR that cannot exploit them. By 1976 "rJovator" was doing an annual 

business of over-a million rubles. Since its creation the firm has developed and 

disseminated more than 120 innovations. S_ome of these have been awarded state medals, 

and others have been displayed at the Leipzig international trade fair. 93 

Scientists in particular attempt recurrently to revitalize and legitimize these 

entrepreneurial firms. Recently in the Academy's main economic journal Taksir and 

M. Krasnokutsky argued that these institutions were viable and desirable. They 

urged that these products of private initiative be turned into state organizations 

with a firm legal basis. 94 The central issue is the institutionalization, if not 

bureaucratization, of entrepreneurship. The problem is how to preserve these in-

novating forms without destroying their spontaneity, independence, and ~ vital--

the very foundation of their success. Some Soviet specialists recognize that en-

treprane~~ship is frequently associated with specific and special personality traits. 
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Like R. M. Shteinbok, they reason then, "If there are people, there can be or

ganizations as well. 1195 The fundamental and problematical elements involved 

in institutionalizing the innovative spirit are not fully appreciated or addressed. 

In general, all five kinds of innovation organizations are severely limited 

in their capacity for introducing new technology. There are very few of them. 

Their legal status remains ill-defined. No formal statute establishes their 

goals and functions, rights and responsibilities, organizational and administr?

t;i.ve relations. }heir activity is nat propeply planned, monitored, or stimulatad. 96 

Since the Twenty-Fifth Party Congress there has bean renewed interest in 

expanding and developing this net of specialized innovation associations. A 

national conference devoted to the problems of accelerating innovation in the 

economy, held in Voronezh in December 1976, endorsed the idea of creating spacial 

diffusion organizations. A proposal was made to establish under the State Committee 

for Science and Technology a national center that would be responsible for organ-

izing the practical utilization of R&D results. Such a Center should exercise 

methodological leadership over specialized diffusion agencies as well as oversee 

the innovat~on services at production and science-production associations. Such 

canters, it was pointed out, do exist in other socialist countries, notably Hungary 

and Poland.97 Meanwhile, also wnder consideration is a proposal to estab:ish under 

the USSR State Committee on Inventions and Discoveries and the All-Union Exhibition 

of Achievements of the National Economy an interbranch association in charge of 

developing, testing, and making the first application of important inventions. 98 

In short, the debate about and search for new fo.rms of speeding technological .. 
modernization continues. 

Soviet opinion remains hotly divided, however. Some commentators feel that 

structures specializing exclusively in innovation have a "right to exist." Given 

the constraints on existing production and research units, many recognize that new 

instrumenta•~ties can be useful. Others stress that innovation is the proper function 
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of production units. What is needed is a more favorable climate for innovation 

at plants. Indeed, the formation of special introduction facilities carries 

the possible danger that they, like R&D units in the past and even still today, 

will become organizationally separate from the production sector. As a result, 

a set of superficial links may be created. Innovation functions themselves may 

become distorted and exaggerated, and lead to the introduction of unprofitable 

and unnecessary technological change. The vital interface problems that plague 

the rasearch-tp-p~duction process today would not only persist but be compounded 

by still another set of administrative barriers. 

Special innovation firms, therefore, should also be seen to be only a partial 

solution to the problem of modernization. As one Soviet observer notes, "Until 

the economy itself begins to work fully for the introduction of new technology, 

no organizational structures by themselves will guarantee success.tt99 While there 

is growing awareness that new approaches and perhaps even radical organizational 

changes are needed to provide the stimuli, the incentives, and the opportunities 

for innovation,_ there is no clear consensus about the shape these solutions 

should take~ Though the important role of individual entrepreneurs is glimpsed, 

the art of fostering technological entrepreneurship is not well understood or 

developed. The care, feeding, and coupling of such creative people have not re-

ceived prominent attention or analysis. 

Innovation and the New Architecture of Linkage: 
Complexities and Constraints 

In the beginning of this essay, we noted that technological innovation has 

long been a problem area in Russia and the Soviet Union. Since at least the 

mid-1960s a variety of steps have been taken to speed up the rate and to spread 

the incidence of technology transfer into the economy. Despite these efforts and 

snme gains~ however, the barriers to innovation have persisted. In Siberia the 

gap has grut:in between the number of ideas proposed for. application by the Siberian 

Division of the Academy and the number being introduced. If in the early 1960s 
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nearly 25 percent of finished R&D recommended by the Division did not find 

practical application, then a decade later this figure had climbed to 4D percent. 100 

A similar situation has developed in the Ukraine as wall. Though the lead time 

between the ending of R&D and its introduction decreased between 1970 and 1975 

in the USSR ministries of heavy machine building and of the electrical engineering 

industry, this gap actually increased for other all-union and union-republic 

. . . . . th U'·- . 101 
m~n~str~es ~n a ~a~na. Advances in science and technology have outpace~ 

·the.ability of industry and of institutions to.deal with them. 

These developments have caused Kremlin authorities to take a consuming 

interest in integrating more effectively research with production. In approaching 

these coupling problems, they have given considerable attention to structure, to 

improving the architecture of linkage. Through new institutional forms and 

structural arrangements it is hoped that organization can be made a force that 

fosters rather than impedes innovation. Givan the heavy emphasis on organizational 

issues a11d approaches,. the key to innovation seems, at times, to be simply "manage-

ment by structure.n 

As regards prospects for improvement, however, there are important complexi-

ties and constraints at work in the system that necessarily limit the effectiveness 

of struct.ural solutions. These can perhaps be grouped into three broad areas. 

First, restructuring itself is a formidable task. Established organizational 

structures and processes have an inexorable momentum of their own, a built in 

continuity difficult to break. Gvishiani writes, in fact, that Soviet science 

has a surplus of stability and even of conservatism. At the same time, he admits, 

"It is extremely hard to recast the structure of a scientific establishment that 

102 has taken decades to shape." 

Second, structure is an ambiguous variable that is not easily disentangled 

from other elements with which it interacts. Modifications in organization are 
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usually accompanied by improvements in planning, the use of new incentive systems, 

the application of computers, and changes in personnel as well. It is difficult, 

if not impossible, to determine the consequences and benefits of structural 

change alone. This is particularly true at present because the Soviet archi

tecture of linkage is in transition. It is still evolving. Old structures and 

links are clearly ineffective and cumbersome. At the same time, new institu

tional forms and relationships have not yet acquired what in American political 

science terminology ~~ caJ.leEl "enabling effectiveness. rr. They are still d.argely 

experimental structures, coexisting with the old. Until they gain statu~ borne 

of the experience of their adequacy, these structural designs will continue to 

inhibit as much as they enable innovative action. 

Finally, it is important to stress the importance of nonorganizational 

factors and broader environmental features that affect structural developments. 

The .problems underlying innovation in the USSR--and elsewhere--are fundamentally 

humaa-probiems. People and relationships, not structure, are the key. Proper 

attitudinal. changes must keep pace with structural reforms. The creation of 

large integrated research and production complexes requires a corresponding 

psychologic~ remolding of collectives which are used to working in isolated 

groups... Structure is merely a means for accomplishing purposes and overcoming 

obstacles. Inspiration, will, and teamwork are the real motive forces that 

cause innovation to happen. 

On balance, the new architecture of linkage appears to be more supportive 

of innovation than the old mechanisms of technology transfer. Many basic problems, 

nonetheless, remain unresolved and incapable of solution by structural means 

alone. Though the 1970s have brought conceptual changes and greater awareness 

of the multiplicity of factors involved in moving ideas from the laboratory into 

use-, Soviet understanding of the innovation process is still incomplete. Above 

all, practice continues to lag behind perception. 
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